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________________________________________________________             Report 
 
I was very happy to cover for your Regional Rep, Andrew Rogers who was involved in this production, 
and to once again witness the vision of LADS in putting on a play that is so little-known.  It takes a lot 
of courage to perform plays of this ilk and, under the experienced and sensitive hand of Karen Rogers, 
the audience were drawn into the lives of these young women in their attempt to make better lives 
for themselves and their families.  I was also pleased that there was some background about the 
writer and the play in the programme notes, thus enabling us to concentrate on the performances 
and the enactment of the story.  For me, plays which are, in fact, true stories are always so powerful, 
and one leaves the theatre both thoughtful and thankful that those days are over. 
 
The simple set, which used different levels to indicate different locations, worked very well to illustrate 
different venues in which the play takes place, with just the work benches needing to be brought into view to 
indicate the factory.  You made very good use of the side aprons too, as the doctor’s surgery and the judicial 
court.  Visuals on the back syc helped in this respect to set the scenes without the need for protracted changes, 
thus keeping the pace of the play uninterrupted. It certainly helped to show the conditions in which the girls in 
the factory worked.  The lighting on various parts of the stage when the venue changed, was well executed. 
Take care, when working with accents, that they are maintained throughout the performance.  There were a 
couple of places where they did slip a little. 
 
There was a very good introduction to the story in Catherine’s opening speech to the audience  – full of hope 
for the future and excitement about the opportunities opening up for women in the first part of the 20th 
century.  At various points during the action of the play Catherine addresses the audience in this way, creating 
a very intimate atmosphere in which to watch the development of the story.  Although this was initially 
Catherine’s story it eventually expanded to include all the girls, Frances, Charlotte and Pearl who had formed 
such a tight bond they became like family.  The four of them made a very good acting team with clearly drawn 
personalities and characteristics which were maintained throughout the play.   
 
Roz Gerrie was remarkable as Catherine, the pivotal role in the play.  She seemed in inhabit the character from 
the time she stepped onto the stage and was totally believable all the way through.  Such was her conviction  
that the job about which she was so nervous would make such a tremendous difference to her husband and 
family and enhance their standard of living, that she was determined to succeed.  This conviction was so strong 
that she was loathe to think that the eventual changes in her health could be attributed to her working 
environment.   This ‘hopeful’ attitude permeated the whole of her performance in Act l.  However, when it was 
obvious to her that there was somethingseriously wrong (her aches and pains and the ‘glow’ of her hands) she 
seemed to find an inner strength in spite of her fears. 
 
Her husband Tom (Tom Donoghue) was everything a young husband should be and it was obvious that he and 
Catherine had a very strong relationship.  He showed initial reluctance that she would not be in the home full 
time but supported her decision to try for this job.  As the story unfolded it became apparent that Tom was a 
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more complex character than was at first thought.  We learnt that because of the nature of his work (on high 
girders) he lived with the daily knowledge that one false move could result in him being killed and 
consequently never see his wife or children again.  This fear was almost rung from him when Catherine told 
him of the pains in her legs and ankles, and he intimated that this was the price she had to pay for being in 
employment.  This side of Tom’s character was nicely observed but, I was rather bemused by the sudden anger 
Tom showed during this conversation because it didn’t seem to have any build-up to it, and all anger has a 
‘bubbling’ stage.  He showed good restrained emotion when talking about  how he was going to manage 
without his wife to Mr Reed, who appeared to be completely indifferent to his situation. 
 
Frances (Claire Taylor), Charlotte (Liz Adams) and Pearl (Lorna Redburn) were the established workers in the 
factory and into whose company Catherine was introduced.  Charlotte was obviously the more chatty, sarcastic 
one showing a saucey rapport with Mr Reed.  Frances and Pearl were more acquiescent and respectful as far as 
he was concerned, but all three were, eventually, happy to accept Catherine into their circle, especially as she 
proved to be a good worker.  They shared lots of happy moments – like the day out on the lake – and were 
supportive of each other when told they were all developing symptoms of radium poisoning.  There were no 
histrionics (which I feel would have been inappropriate), just restrained solidarity. 
 
Mr Reed (Peter Fox) was a true company man showing an incredible ability to explain away the worries and the 
fear of the girls.  He spoke with such conviction that one supposes that he was not in possession of all the facts 
himself.  Even when presented with the evidence of the damage being done to the health of the radium girls he 
was reluctant to accept it.  He had a well hidden ruthless streak which came to the fore when he told Catherine 
the company were letting her go, but tempered with a kindness by offering her an extra week’s wages. 
 
It is Dr Rowntree (Dave Hinkley) who casually praises the use of radium in the treatment of various illnesses 
when Catherine queries its use.  Likewise with the Company Doctor (Andrew Rogers) who tried to persuade her 
that her symptoms had absolutely nothing to do with the radium.  Both small scenes were nicely played DSR.  It 
is Dr Dalitsch (Martin Howarth with a strong German accent) who has the unenviable task of telling the girls 
about the truth of their condition, which he does calmly, but honestly.  Their interview with Dr Dalitsch was 
very emotional for the girls coupled with the realisation of what their future would be now that they had a firm 
diagnosis.  However, he at least shows some understanding in recommending that they see a lawyer about 
suing for damages.    
 
Leonard Grossman (Andrew Rogers) is the lawyer who takes on their case, not for the money, but because he 
genuinely believes they have a case, although he is honest enough to convince them it will be a long and 
difficult case.  The Judge (Martin Howarth) looked and spoke like a member of the judiciary. 
 
The Radio Announcer (Dave Hinkley), Reporter 1 (Dave Hinkley) and Reporter 2 (Jon Gilbert) were all played 
with the right amount of sensation seeking over the case.  The son (Dave Hinkley) and daughter (Claire Taylor), 
who asked in their innocence why Catherine was unwell, bore the brunt of her anxiety when she pushed them 
away so that they could not see her pain. 
 
The cameo roles  reviewed in the last three paragraphs were all taken by members of the cast, but so 
engrossing were the story and the performances that this didn’t matter – they became essential ‘bricks’ in the 
building of the action, and whose contributions were very necessary for the telling of the story.  The interaction 
between these characters and the radium girls was always appropriate and convincing. 
 
The dates on the visuals showed the passage of time which was helpful and necessary as none of the cast had a 
change of costume and no opportunity to ‘age’ as such.  It was obvious though that the effects of the radium 
were causing changes in their physical condition and this showed gradually in the way the girls moved and 
carried themselves. 
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At the end, after Catherine’s death, when she  appears again tall and well, she talks, with some emotion, to the 
audience about the final time the four girls went to the lake and she talks about the other girls who have died 
as a result of the radium poisoning,  saying they were all ‘shining’, both materially and metaphorically.  The 
same ‘shining’ hope perhaps that she had in the beginning of the play. 
 
Throughout the play and, I suspect, because of the association with clocks and watches time seemed to be at 
the centre of all the action.  Catherine talks about it in each of her speeches to the audience, almost as if she is 
being carried towards her allotted span of years.  The realisation of the actual time between the winning of the 
appeal and her death being only 21 days was a very sobering moment, and it seemed very appropriate that the 
play should end with the light of the moon and stars (both timeless) on an empty stage – a very powerful image 
I thought. 
 
I thought this was an exceptional piece of theatre, well acted and sensitively handled, and although the content 
of the play was seriously questioning the ethics of big business against the welfare of the working populace, 
the abiding emotion, I felt, was of hope and love.  Congratulations on achieving such a good balance 
throughout. 
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